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Digital Transformation (DX) is the catalyst for revenue growth strategies
that create new value for Communications Service Providers (CSPs) and
their customers and partners—and extends that value deep into the
network stack. Usage metrics, analytics, and automation have the power
to align revenue growth with real network value and related costs,
turning the “dumb pipe” into the most important value-creating link in
the customer value chain. With the advanced capabilities of Digital
transformation, service providers can deliver unique and individualized
service combinations for direct and indirect customers, identifying trends
that can be rapidly monetized, and promoting desired behaviors across
all customer segments.

“Digital First Attackers are entering
markets with radically new offers,
disrupting the ways that companies
and customers interact and setting
a high bar for simplicity,
personalization, and interactivity.”

CSPs are painfully aware that network transformation is required to meet
customer expectations for digital experiences. However, building and
executing a strategy that connects lofty concepts to growth and positive
business outcomes can be challenging. The rapid succession of new and
untested cloud technologies constantly moves the goalposts for
providers and consumers, increasing pressure on the lower layers of the
network stack to deliver positive connected experiences from the edge
to the network core.

Increase Access and Improve Customer Experience
During the pandemic, reliance on the internet in our personal and
professional lives went from nice-to-have to critical. In response,
wireline, wireless, and satellite providers are racing to provide fast and
affordable broadband access and services to everyone.

And there’s no time to waste. According to McKinsey Digital, “Digital First
Attackers are entering markets with radically new offers, disrupting the
ways that companies and customers interact and setting a high bar for
simplicity, personalization, and interactivity.”

Innovate. Automate. Evolve.
Business customers and residential subscribers in metro and rural areas
are increasingly eager for more digital options and services. Providers
seeking to satisfy these customers’ appetite stand to gain a significant
competitive advantage by investing early in digital-first initiatives that
provide them. Many CSPs are using the 5G investment opportunity to
do just that by implementing leap-frog, cloud-based technologies in
their network ecosystems. New cloud-native operations and business
support systems enable highly individualized services running on
cloud-based infrastructure, with the potential to usher in a new age of
information industrialization.

When anything seems possible, it’s best to start with a simple premise:
prioritize projects that create the most customer value right now. Cloudcapable network solutions that provide seamless connectivity,
productivity innovations, data-driven insights, and personalized
customer engagements can break through the status quo.
Support Critical Services and Activities Anywhere
The adoption of cloud-capable technology improves links among
provider, carrier, and partner offerings, delivering affordability, access,
and integrated applications across connected domains. Exciting
possibilities emerge as providers explore cloud adoption and what it
means for network innovation and availability. From network
modernization to universal broadband to building and operating
digitally integrated networks for everyone, closing opportunity gaps is
more and more feasible every day.
Reduce Churn and Grow Customer Base
The cloud-capable network’s role in improving customer retention
supports seamless end to end connectivity, speed, and resilience. This
facilitates machine learning, trusted AI, and wide-spread on-demand

Figure 1: The Network Cloud
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connectivity to an expanding number of IOT sensors, devices, and
applications. Happy customers keep the services they are paying for and
they reward providers that prioritize experiences in the face of relentless
competition. A platform that delivers reliable and personalized services
without sacrificing profitability or purpose is crucial to maintaining
balance between customer satisfaction and profitability.
Improve Deployment and System Sustainability
The only way to differentiate the modern network is to incorporate
cloud-capable network solutions strategically and methodically, from
core to edge. That includes hardware, Operations Support Systems (OSS),
OSS integration, and the business processes that support them. There
are literally tons of legacy network elements still in service, making that
a big task. Many providers find they need a dependable partner to help
them connect their legacy network elements to the digital infrastructure.
This partner-driven approach also allows providers to extend the life of
legacy systems while strategically investing in new technology that is
more energy-efficient and reduces the carbon footprint of the business.
Digital transformation is about so much more than replacing physical
devices with virtualized network functions, and we’re way past the point
of talking about possibilities. Cloud-native OSS/BSS is now table stakes,
and the underlying software and services must be as interoperable and
flexible as possible. That means some degree of openness, modularity,
and support for open and standard APIs.
For many CSPs cloud-capable network solutions are already a daily
reality. This white paper discusses how those providers are prioritizing
value, and how they’re using intelligence and automation to gain
competitive advantages. Successful transformation initiatives enable
providers to continuously evolve their business and partner ecosystems,
driving sustainability and building trust through innovation.

DX Part One: Analyze the Current Systems and Architecture
Detailed analysis of the external business environment, systems and
architectures; the products they deliver; and their operational goals
operational goals, provides vital inputs for developing a conceptual
framework for the DX roadmap. For example:
■ What, are the macroeconomic and regulatory factors affecting the

business? What are the most significant revenue drivers?
■ What is—and is not— profitable? Are critical partner relationships valued

and nurtured?
■ What defines the typical customer experience?
■ Are supporting processes ad hoc or repeatable and extendable?

Thinking through the mix of products and customized services required
to meet a given range of customer needs will bring essential insights
into the technology decisions that define the digital infrastructure
roadmap, and drive support for cloud adoption.
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Figure 2: Analyze Current Systems and Architecture

Process evaluation and redesign are essential to understand what kind
of applications work best. Moreover, digital infrastructure must
incorporate both legacy and cloud-native applications simply because
they will have both in service for the foreseeable future. Recognizing this
need for hybrid infrastructure necessitates a big-picture plan for
cloudification and prevents one-off projects from vanishing into a chaotic
collection of disconnected cloud initiatives. And the beauty of cloudcapable technologies is the flexibility to make a plan, stick to it, and still
revise that plan when unforeseen factors come into play.
For example, providers can benefit from dynamic business models that
facilitate direct (B2B2C, B2B2B) and indirect revenue models (B2C) for
customers seeking telecommunications, entertainment, media, and
internet/web services. These models can incorporate pricing and usage
offerings customized for direct or indirect products and services. If the
current infrastructure doesn’t meet the needs of these new models,
providers can identify any gaps and technologies that might fill them,
and use that analysis as the basis for the roadmap.
Identify Inefficiencies
The business as a whole must acknowledge current operational
processes, procedures, and culture, identifying and executing CI/CD
improvements incrementally. For example, new planning tools can
predict growth patterns and customer behavior, radically condensing the
time needed to plan equipment purchases and deployments. Network
Operations can use the time saved to develop predictive analytics,
preventing outages rather than reacting to them.
Modern Network Operations Centers (NOCs) use cloud-capable
technologies and operations teams to manage growing network
complexity effectively. They make digital infrastructure work harder by
securing and automating repetitive tasks, and designing self-healing
systems that proactively recover from unexpected events and failures.
With this level of network automation, NOCs can deliver more secure
applications and microservices inside the network perimeter, solving
problems faster and with greater operational transparency.
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Embrace New Operational Talent and Work Styles
The good news is that operational talent is quickly evolving. Providers
face a massive wave of talent disruption as digital natives join the
workforce and industry veterans retire. These new technology workers
are not interested in firefighting, guaranteeing uptime, or spending
monotonous hours resetting switches and routers. They have talent
profiles that favor programming and automation in cloud environments,
with the imagination and abilities to leverage modern APIs and webbased applications.

legacy applications in the private cloud, which is far more flexible in
meeting their unique hosting needs.

Turning cloud-skilled teams loose in a cloud-enabled culture transforms
lengthy waterfall projects into CI/CD sprints, nurturing service-focused
rather than asset-focused expertise. Ultimately, this can bridge the
integration gap between legacy, closed, proprietary systems and new,
open systems designed for rapid change.

“Identifying a cloud-capable control,
orchestration, and intelligence
platform that spans a healthy mix of
private and public clouds is critical,
along with lifecycle management
tools and templates that can be used
and reused across the network cloud.”

“Turning cloud-skilled teams loose in
a cloud-enabled culture transforms
lengthy waterfall projects into CI/CD
sprints, nurturing service-focused
rather than asset-focused expertise.”
Create a Baseline
While creating the network baseline, the top of mind goal must be to
build an elastic infrastructure that ensures demanding workloads get the
quality of service they need. Some initiatives lend themselves to this
goal better than others. While the point of cloudification is to use the
underlying hardware to maximum efficiency, just because it’s possible
doesn’t necessarily make it a good idea. The best approach is to be
ruthlessly selective about cloud-capable technology initiatives; moving
“old” problems to the cloud won’t necessarily create efficiencies or cost
benefits.
Streamlined, cloud-capable processes, procedures, and systems enable
the business to take advantage of market opportunities as they arise.
This also requires a cloud-capable culture that constantly seeks new
ways to collaborate across organizational and technology domains.

Communicate the Plan
Once leadership approves the strategy, the strategy must be well
socialized and accepted by everyone across different organizations;
communicate the purpose, set timelines, and invite collaboration. The
most successful transformation projects tie incentives to outcomes; and
they are less tied to deadlines than meaningful strategy execution.

Keep the Big Picture in Mind
Providers are constantly balancing digital service delivery with new
technology development, maintaining legacy elements and their
monolithic applications. CSPs must carefully coordinate customer
demand and business needs to meet those requirements. Priorities for
development and migration depend on the risk and cost savings of
candidate initiatives, and should be carefully evaluated against the
baseline as the infrastructure evolves. Over time, the organization will
gain a centralized, growing repository of service lifecycle templates and
use cases that can be choreographed with automation, continuously
optimizing the network and improving performance.

“The most successful transformation
projects tie incentives to outcomes.”

Build the Plan
With the baseline and streamlined processes and procedures in hand,
identifying compatible digital infrastructure elements is next. Hybrid
digital infrastructure needs control and orchestration to be in edge or
centralized data center(s) that can manage virtual resource pools, virtual
network elements (VNEs), and physical network elements (PNEs.) A
cloud-capable control, orchestration, and intelligence platform that
spans a healthy mix of private and public clouds is critical, along with
lifecycle management tools and templates that can be used and reused
across the network.
Consider which core systems or functions are best suited to cloud
capabilities. For example, some OSS might need to remain in the private
cloud, while BSS systems can be migrated to the public cloud and
delivered as a service. This enables gradual migration, offering new,
cloud-native applications and services in the public cloud and keeping
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DX Part Two: Virtualize the Infrastructure
Virtualization is the fuel that transforms providers’ infrastructure, helping
contain network operations costs and enabling network flexibility. This
transformation is faster and more purposeful when virtualization lays
the groundwork for a broader cloud strategy that includes provisioning
network resources with modern architectures, open frameworks, and
standard models.

Servers/VIM

Virtual Network Functions

Physical Network Elements

Figure 3: Physical and Virtual Resource Layer

Abstract, Pool, And Share
Virtualization and the cloud are similar in that they both abstract, pool,
and share scalable resources; virtualization uses a single physical
system, whereas clouds use a network. Digital infrastructure incorporates
various clouds with virtual machines, container software, proprietary
network elements, or even bare metal. No matter the technology; the
idea is the same: abstract resources and allocate them to centralized
pools that deliver dynamic scale and capacity, enabling greater network
flexibility and delivering cumulative beneficial effect. With virtualization,
operators can quickly move applications and traffic to platforms and
locations that make the most financial or operational sense.

Scale Services On Demand
Network virtualization offers other benefits. Separating the control plane
from the data plane gives developers and network operations broader
access to more network elements, activating and managing services
based on dynamic traffic needs. Virtualizing path computation generates
even more flexibility, offering the best traffic route and graceful recovery
from service disruptions. Add in disaggregated network elements, thirdparty access to proprietary systems, and element management
consolidation, and the cost savings of virtualization move into the physical
realm. Systems and their services can innovate independently rather than
waiting on the supply chain or a single vendor’s release schedule.
Define Standards for Cloud Migration
So, what do we mean by “virtualization-ready” and “cloud-ready?” Many
legacy applications and datasets predate the cloud, so moving those
applications to the cloud won’t change the original architecture. Some
applications and databases won’t migrate to the cloud, but they are
candidates for virtualization. Do they employ open standards and APIs?
Are they modular and reusable? If the answer is no, virtualization can be
beneficial, but the public cloud probably doesn’t add value.
It may make more sense to rebuild some applications from scratch than
to migrate them; which is the better option depends on several factors.
Will there be fluctuating workloads that require high-scale
environments? Is there a hard deadline? Are there intensive compute
demands? Does data need to be normalized from a proprietary system?
Is significant investment in hardware required? If the answer to any of
these is yes, cloud-native
development may be the best
way to go.
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Figure 4: Abstraction and Control Layer
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DX Part Three: Modularize the Network Stack
The network takes on more and more cloud characteristics as the digital
infrastructure takes shape. Centralized systems deliver greater visibility
and control and configure physical and virtual network elements and
functions in different physical locations. As the network cloudifies,
modularization becomes more critical.
Centralize Network Configuration, Management and Monitoring
In this environment flexible, modular, disaggregated, distributed
systems that use more granular orchestration policies can coexist with
legacy chassis-based hardware and management systems. This moduleand-platform approach is extremely flexible, with combinations and recombinations of network elements and container-based software
configuring and optimizing network resources on an as-needed basis for
different traffic topologies and service fulfillments.
Support Disaggregated Physical Network Elements
The optical backbone of the network core is more open than ever, with
standardized northbound and southbound APIs to abstract vendorspecific functional differences. Some providers are taking the idea of
alien wavelength support a step further, implementing Open Line
Systems (OLS). An OLS divides integrated systems into functional blocks,
enabling different vendor choices for each functional block. Line systems
and transponders can be mixed and matched, preserving the line
system investment and taking advantage of faster transponder
innovations.
An even more flexible example of modularization is the Open ROADM
Multi-Source Agreement (MSA). The MSA specifies disaggregation and
interoperability standards that enable compliant systems to mix, match,
and manage network equipment across domains. Open networks speed
up innovation, increase competition at the optical network layer, and
build a strong basis for centralized and cloud-capable network
orchestration, control, and automated assurance.
Use and Reuse Microservices and MicroApplications
Microservices have a growing role in the cloud-capable network.
Complex software applications contain millions of lines of code and
occupy hundreds of programmers. It’s all too easy for developers to write
and rewrite the same capability in multiple locations, or lose sight of the
original intent of a given piece of code. Testing can be nightmarish, with
manual test scenarios taking weeks to run. Microservices overcome that
operational overhead with an architecture that structures independently
deployable and loosely coupled applications around business
capabilities.
If code isn’t categorized into functional groups, it can be impossible to
index and use in similar contexts. Breaking applications into discrete,
containerized microservices makes them inherently reusable and much
easier to debug and track. By effectively chunking capabilities into
categories, developers can reuse microservices already proven in a
production setting.
Containerized microservices are more transparent than millions of lines
of code. Developers intuiting organization schemes and capabilities
make it easy to maintain containers throughout the application lifecycle.
These modular designs are more conducive to DevOps and CI/CD, with
Development and Operations working on the same production system
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concurrently, without getting in each other’s way. Containers also create
predictable environments isolated from other applications and include
software dependencies needed by the application, such as specific
programming language runtimes and other software libraries.
Distributed and tightly integrated security throughout the network and
the edge is inherent to cloud-native container technology. It delivers
reliable security for the converged network and end-to-end services that
run over it.
The next logical step is to integrate traditional applications with
containerized microservices, stitching together microapplications from
multiple domains all the way to the edge of the network. The closer
compute proximity enables greater responsiveness to customer demands
and traffic spikes within the expected quality of experience, and makes
meeting consumer expectations for seamless connectivity much more
straightforward.

DX Part Four: Integrate and Orchestrate Multivendor Systems
Cross-domain, integrated digital OSS/BSS systems can be far more
effective than the siloed systems of past decades. These systems require
updated and redesigned business processes that are hospitable to
applications that use open and standardized network models,
northbound APIs, and southbound protocols.

API

Software
Interface

Data
Exchange
Options

Processing
Protocols

Data
Delivery
Protocols

Asset

Figure 6: Software intermediary enabling assets to communicate

Horizontal integration also enables system consolidation, allowing
network operations to access streamlined assets from the same user
interface without requiring multiple user IDs and passwords. Network
operations can use web interfaces to onboard assets faster and
orchestrate and control widely distributed resources; business and their
customers enjoy the benefits of real-time processing.
Service orchestration plays a key role in digital transformation that is
well beyond automated tasks, workflow, and workload management for
virtual machines. Providers need intelligent orchestration capabilities
that are integrated with service management functions to automate
workload management, place service calls for microapplications, and
develop new end to end services.
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While real-time processing, orchestration and control of widely
distributed network resources across layers and domains are the primary
reasons for open and standard integration, that doesn’t mean
proprietary, older systems can’t benefit from integration.
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When digital service delivery uses distributed data, cloud-capable
technologies, machine learning, and AI, audience measurement
techniques are continuously enhanced. Aided by global network
topologies, well-understood dependencies between physical and virtual
network elements, and improved tactical decision making, network
operations become a revenue growth engine.

Assurance

Data Portability
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Pre-Process and Analyze Network Data to Improve Performance
With more realistic Quality of Service (QoS) and QoE predictions, SPs are
changing the way they compete. New datasets enable evidence-based
analysis and responses, improving business forecasts, and providing
revelations that trigger corresponding actions.

Interoperability
Virtual Network Functions

Physical Network Elements

Network operations can quantify the relationship between user
experience and network QoS with QoE models, encapsulating network
measurements such as throughput, delay, and loss. Using detect,
correlate, and predict to identify service impacting anomalies, DevOps
can compare field data to centralized data structures and isolate subtle
patterns that reveal underutilized assets and demand-side mismatches.

Configurations

Figure 7: Integration and Service Orchestration

Connect Legacy Devices to Digital Services
The more proprietary an application is, the longer it takes
to integrate. To overcome this, a practical digital
transformation roadmap includes a strategy for legacy
resource interoperability, extending those resources’
usefulness into the digital infrastructure.
It may be faster and more economical to bring in a
partner with experience and network expertise, which can
be more efficient than internal resources since a partner
is looking at a system with a fresh perspective. In
addition to developing an integration strategy, a trusted
partner can provide installation, testing, and turn-up in
production environments.
Integration also creates high volumes of systems
information that must be sorted and dispositioned. Data
from different domains provides a new level of network
intelligence.

Not so long ago, to improve Quality of Experience (QoE) from widely
distributed devices, fragmented departments distilled customer reports
into actions that took days, weeks, or months. The process was subject
to the understanding, capabilities, and biases of individuals. Network
intelligence breaks through those constraints, turning information into
valuable customer data and insights that optimize workflows.
Modern providers are extending traditional network monitoring into
network intelligence, constantly evaluating service performance and the
digital infrastructure that powers it. Big and wide data have the same
challenges as distributed networking; information appears in different
parts but needs to be connected and analyzed as a whole. Machine
learning and artificial intelligence-enabled functions can overcome this
problem across datasets.
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DX Part Five: Activate Network Intelligence

CSPs that want a more proactive security posture can leverage data to
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Figure 8: Enhanced Service Management with Network Intelligence
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Figure 9: Enhanced Service Management with Network Intelligence

monitor legitimate network use, stopping cyberattacks when anomalies
are detected rather than after a breach is discovered. They can also
leverage consolidation initiatives to decrease hands-on access to the
network, reducing the rogue-user threat vector.
Organizations that dissect and translate data in unique ways can also
use network intelligence to segment their product definitions and
services. With access to more granular customer preferences, they can
offer more personalized products and services.
Monetize New Services
Data that is analyzed and segmented informs multivariate testing,
providing continuous learning and feedback for different customers’
wants and needs. Digital platforms can match buyer profiles to similar
seller profiles, transforming inefficient markets and supply chains.
Network intelligence fuels that discovery and innovation, ultimately
providing new ways to keep customers happy. Network automation must
increase alongside network growth, to support the network intelligence
techniques that measure and deliver new services.
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DX Part Six: Simplify Operations with Automation
The modern NOC controls, orchestrates, and manages digital
infrastructure at scale, aggregating the planning, design, and production
functions that operate the network and its services. That means making
the same information available in real-time to Engineering, Operations,
and the Field, as well as increasing service availability and quality with
cloud-capable tools for rapid design, deployment, and configuration.
The sheer amount of data produced by 5G services can overwhelm
operations resources who will also need to interpret the information. AI/
ML can vastly enhance monitoring and parsing of this data, making
autonomous networking possible. A network model, or digital twin, of
the network can become the foundation of autonomous networking that
assists troubleshooting, planning, change verification, and security
analysis for end to end service design and root-cause analysis.
Implementing the digital infrastructure that supports 5G services will
drive up operational complexities that only autonomous networking can
solve. Network operations must transition manual processes and tasks
to software applications that reliably automate those tasks. The network
needs to be self-managing with automated policies, performance
management, AI capabilities, and predictive analytics.
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Digital Transformation with Fujitsu

Fujitsu is Your Digital Transformation Partner
With 4.5 billion people connected to the internet and over 40 billion
things connected to networks, providers must ensure the trustworthiness
of data and real-time transactions between people and between people
and things. Digital transformation enables providers to continuously
strengthen their existing business and partner ecosystem, providing
value that enhances well-being, improves the way people work, and
driving industry development.
As the pace of technology-led disruption increases, it’s vital to engage
partners who understand the business’s evolution and the technologies
that enable it. When considering cloud capabilities and digital
transformation, textbook knowledge isn’t enough. Providers need
network transformation experts who know the cloud, the eccentricities
of individual networks, and the metabolism enabled by 5G speeds and
vast amounts of customer data.

Fujitsu Network Communications, Inc.
2801 Telecom Parkway, Richardson, TX 75082
Tel: 888.362.7763
us.fujitsu.com/telecom

Fujitsu’s network experts have the experience, credibility, and confidence
to be your digital transformation partner, with solutions for hardware,
software, and services. Our deep expertise and co-creation capabilities
helps create DX roadmaps, develop integration strategies, and build
networks with best-of-breed technology for any digital transformation
initiative. As critical services join the digital environment, Fujitsu is your
partner in delivering more human-centric experiences and linking
business goals to innovations that make the world more livable and
sustainable.
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